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 NATIONAL GREEN TRIBUNAL: JUDGE CRAFT, DECISION MAKING AND COLLEGIALITY*  
 
Introduction 
Justice Oliǀeƌ WeŶdell Holŵes ǁƌote his uŶdeƌstaŶdiŶg of ͚the laǁ͛ ǁas siŵplǇ ͞the pƌopheĐies of 
ǁhat the Đouƌts ǁill do iŶ faĐt.͟1 It was the American Realists who promoted the principle that the 
Đouƌts͛ deĐisioŶs ĐoŶstitute the laǁ.2 Whilst outcomes may constitute the law what is less well 
known is the process by which these decisions are reached. The exercise of judicial decision making 
is shrouded in mystery. The canons of confidentiality and legal ethics preclude the possibility of 
academics listening to the judicial deliberations that lead to judgments. What happens behind those 
closed doors? Do the judges argue, shout or rage or do they remain silent in the face of a senior or 
determined colleague? Is conviviality the order of the day over sweetened tea and biscuits? Are 
political positions silently advanced to underpin a legal argument and how important is ideology in 
the decision making process? Is consensus reached by a process of attrition, time constraints, simple 
exhaustion, personal domination or gentile discussion and debate amongst a group of equals who 
carefully review and collectively consider the relevant facts and law? Historically, judges have been 
ǀeƌǇ ƌeluĐtaŶt oƌ uŶǁilliŶg to disĐuss suĐh issues ǁith aĐadeŵiĐs oƌ iŶdeed aŶǇoŶe. PaŶdoƌa͛s 
judicial Box has remained firmly shut.  
More recently, senior judges in UK have been willing to talk, lecture and even write about their 
professional lives and discuss their judicial decision making with academics.
3
 Indian judges have 
been similarly reluctant to engage in open discussions about their judicial decision making. However, 
in 2013 I contacted the Honourable Mr. Justice Swatanter Kumar, Chairperson National Green 
Tribunal for permission to interview him and also approach fellow bench members of the National 
Green Tribunal [NGT]. He graciously agreed to support my research and provided a letter of support 
regarding a research application I subsequently made to the British Academy, UK. 
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1Oliǀeƌ WeŶdell Holŵes, ͚The Path of the Laǁ ͚ ;ϭϴϵϳͿϭϬ Harvard Law Review  457 at 461 
 
2
 Karl Llewellyn, The Bramble Bush: On Our Law and Its Study ( Oceana Publications 1951) 
3
 A recent example is the work of Alan Paterson who interviewed the UK Law Lords and subsequently 
members of the Supreme Court. See, The Final Judgment: the Last Law Lords and the Supreme Court (Hart 
Publishing 2013) 
 At the beginning of 2014 I was informed that I was a successful applicant for a British Academy 
Research Grant. This allowed me to travel to India and conduct nationwide research on the NGT.
4
  I 
spent July and August 2014 visiting the five benches where I interviewed the Chairperson and Bench 
Members,
5
 Registrar General and the Registrars of zonal benches,
6
 advocates and litigants. 
This article focuses, in the first instance, on the writing of Harry T. Edwards
7
, Emeritus Circuit Judge, 
United States Court of Appeal for the District of Columbia, Washington Circuit, by specifically 
addressing his papeƌ eŶtitled, ͚͛The Effects of Collegiality on Judicial DeĐisioŶ MakiŶg͛͛ (2003)151 
Pennsylvania Law Review 1639.Thereafter the article proceeds to apply to his theory the empirical 
data recorded in the interviews conducted with bench members in Delhi, Pune, Bhopal, Chennai and 
Kolkata. This combination of theory and practice offers an account of the processes by which 
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 My previously published research on the NGT includes- Gill, G.N. ͚The NatioŶal GƌeeŶ TƌiďuŶal of IŶdia: A 
“ustaiŶaďle Futuƌe Thƌough The PƌiŶĐiples of IŶteƌŶatioŶal EŶǀiƌoŶŵeŶtal Laǁ͛, Environmental Law Review:  
(2014) Vol. 16, No. 3, pp. 183-202 doi: http://dx.doi.org/10.1350/enlr.2014.16.3.217; Gill, G.N. ͚A GƌeeŶ 
TƌiďuŶal foƌ IŶdia͛, Journal of Environmental Law (2013) Special Virtual Issue, Online ISSN 1464-374X - Print 
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GƌeeŶ TƌiďuŶal: A “tep iŶ the ‘ight DiƌeĐtioŶ͛ OIDA International Journal of Sustainable Development [2013] 
06:04 25-36; Gill, G.N. [ forthcoming ϮϬϭϱ] ͚͛HuŵaŶ ‘ights aŶd EŶǀiƌoŶŵeŶt PƌoteĐtioŶ iŶ IŶdia: A JudiĐial 
JouƌŶeǇ fƌoŵ PuďliĐ IŶteƌest LitigatioŶ to the NatioŶal GƌeeŶ TƌiďuŶal͛͛ iŶ a ďook titled Thought, Law, Action 






 I wish to acknowledge my gratitude to the bench members of the NGT whom I interviewed and who made 
me feel welcome, were generous with their time and open with their recorded comments- Chairperson-
HoŶ͛ďle Mƌ JustiĐe Swatanter Kumar; Judicial Members- HoŶ͛ďle Mƌ JustiĐe M ChoĐkaliŶgaŵ, HoŶ͛ďle Mƌ V ‘ 
KiŶgaŶoŶkaƌ, HoŶ͛ďle Mƌ P JǇothiŵaŶi aŶd HoŶ͛ďle Mƌ JustiĐe U D “alǀi; Eǆpeƌt Meŵďeƌs- HoŶ͛ďle Pƌof  ‘ 
NageŶdƌaŶ, HoŶ͛ďle Dƌ DeǀeŶdƌa K Agaƌǁal, HoŶ͛ďle Gopal K PaŶdeǇ, HoŶ͛ďle Pƌof  (Dr) P C Mishƌa, HoŶ͛ďle 
Mƌ P “ ‘ao, HoŶ͛ďle Mƌ ‘aŵesh C Tƌiǀedi aŶd HoŶ͛ďle Dƌ AjaǇ A DeshpaŶde. No oŶe deĐliŶed to ďe 
interviewed although as a result of time constraints or unavailability, I was not able to interview some 
members of the benches.   
6
 I wish to recognize the enormous support of the Registrar General, Mr Sanjay Kumar and thereafter the help 
of zonal Registrars/Deputy Registrars [Mr K L Vyas, Mr A K Senapati, Mr M P Tiwari, Mr S Kumar and Mr 
Subhodh Sharma]. I will be returning to India in March 2015 to complete the field work. 
7
 Judge Edwards served as Chief Judge of the D.C. Circuit from October 1994 until July 2001 and  is a Professor 
of Law at the New York University School of Law 
https://its.law.nyu.edu/facultyprofiles/profile.cfm?section=bio&personID=19895 
 NGT Benches reach their conclusions thƌough a pƌoĐess that Edǁaƌds desĐƌiďes as ͞ĐollegialitǇ͟.  
This article deals with the following issues that contribute towards the composite of collegiality: 
leadership, the bench [composition and team work practice], dissent, precedent and inter personal 
communication. 
Collegiality 
Edwards is clear that 'collegiality' reflects best practice that results in good appellate judgments. He 
bases his conclusion on his bench experiences over a period of twenty three years. Collegiality 
results in a 'process' that creates conditions that ultimately produce a principled agreement: the 
judgment.
8
   He does not accept that collegiality is founded simply upon friendship, homogeneity or 
conformity. Instead it is a matter of common concern to get the law right.
9
 To Ƌuote, ͚͛collegiality 
plays an important role in mitigating the role of partisan politics and personal ideology by allowing 
judges of different perspectives and philosophies to communicate with, listen to, and ultimately 
influence one another in constructive and law-aďidiŶg ǁaǇs.͛͛10 
This is not to deny that individuals have personal, social or political positions that might influence 
their decisions but rather the overriding process of collegiality helps ensure that decisions are not 
pre-ordained as a consequence of these extraneous relationships, thoughts and influences.  This 
process is not uni-structural. It is a sophisticated combination of rules, customs, routines, legal 
obligations, leadership skills, mutual  trust, personal confidence and the shared belief in common 
goals. Together, they create the process of collegiality. 
The elements of collegiality are as follows: 
1. Leadership 
Successful companies reflect the decisions of informed CEO's, organisations similarly benefit from 
the guidance of able chairpersons as do courts from strong leadership. Professor David Danelski 
applied 'small group' analysis to the decision making process in the US Supreme Court.
11
 He 
identified two roles associated with a leader seeking effective decision making. The first is 'task 
leader' and the second is social 'leadeƌship'. TaskiŶg ƌeƋuiƌes the ͚͛exercise of effective leadership 
concerning decisional outcomes. Leadership is affected by personality, esteem within the court, 
                                                             
8
 H T Edǁaƌds, ͚The EffeĐts of CollegialitǇ oŶ JudiĐial DeĐisioŶ MakiŶg͛ ;ϮϬϬϯͿ ϭϱϭ University of Pennsylvania 
Law Review 1639 at 1656 
9
 See Edwards above n. 8 at 1645 
10
 Ibid  
11
 Daǀid DaŶelski, ͚The Influence of the Chief JustiĐe iŶ the DeĐisioŶal PƌoĐess͛ in W.F.Murphy and C.Herman, 
(eds.) Courts, Judges and Politics: An Introduction to the Judicial Process (Random House 1961) 497-508 
intelligence, technical competence and persuasiǀe aďilitǇ.͛͛12  On the other hand, social leaders look 
to the emotional needs of the court and tend to be warm, receptive, responsive and respected. He 
argued that it is possible for the 'leader' to undertake both roles successfully. 
I now apply this analysis to the NGT and in particular to the role of the Chairperson, Justice 
Swatanter Kumar.  Justice Swatanter Kumar told me that he saw himself as the leader of a team that 
he was involved in selecting. He sought experience, character and awareness that would make them 
effective judges of environmental matters throughout India. Justice Swatanter Kumar stated ͚͛I am 
really very happy with the experts. All the experts have been picked up by me. I was a judge of the 
Supreme Court and the Chairman of the Selection Committee. So I have made some contribution in 
this regard. I find these people eǆtƌeŵelǇ good iŶ theiƌ field.͛͛ 
JustiĐe “ǁataŶteƌ Kuŵaƌ͛s standing is described by the members of the bench and the bar in the 
following terms: ͚͛He is a great judge. He is well known for his honesty, integrity and excellent 
behaviour. In his court the scales of justice have always been even and it has been a great temple of 
justice. He is a clear example of a lighthouse in the sea which is unruffled by the turbulent sea and 
approaching ship. He has been a great source of inspiration to his colleagues and members of the 
bar. In the quest for justice he has never wavered or swayed and has maintained an unbiased 
approach in delivering justice. His dedicated hard work, sincerity and unbiased attachment to the 
matters before him are well known.͛͛13  
 After assuming his position at the NGT the International Union for Conservation of Nature Academy 
of Environmental Law reviewed his contribution in the following terms: ͚͛Since taking over 
chairpersonship of NGT from 20th December, 2012, he has contributed tremendously in the growth 
of the NGT providing it requisite infrastructure and jurisdiction.͛͛14  
The inevitable conclusion is that the leadership qualities identified by both Edwards and Danelski are 
abundantly present in the current Chairperson. 
2. The Bench: Composition and Team Work Practice 
 Strong, positive collegial relationships allow and promote judicial independence of mind and 
discussion resulting in an interdependent decision making process. This interdependence ensures 
that each person's intellectual and judicial strengths are recognised and introduced to the collective 
decision making process. It allows each judge to check his personal position with that of an 
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 Daǀid DaŶelski, ͚CoŶfliĐt aŶd its ‘esolutioŶ iŶ the “upƌeŵe Couƌt' ϭϭ Journal of Conflict Resolution 71 at 79 
(1967); See also, LǇŶŶ A. “tout, ͚Judges as Altruistic Hierarchs͛ ϰϯ Wm. & Mary L. Rev. 1605 (2002), 
http://scholarship.law.wm.edu/wmlr/vol43/iss4/12 
13
 www.delhihighcourt.nic.in/writereaddata/.../FarewellFile_MDIJWECJ.PD accessed 20.9.2014. This farewell 
speech was delivered oŶ JustiĐe “ǁataŶteƌ Kuŵaƌ͛s elevation from the Delhi High Court to the position of Chief 
Justice of the Bombay High Court 
14
 http://iucnacademy2013.org.nz/profiling-justice-swatanter-kumar/ accessed 21.9.2014.  See also, infra, 
comments by the Chairperson and also Bench members about his role in sections, The Bench: Composition 
and Team Work Practice and Inter-Personal Communication 
alternative view from a possibly better informed or experienced colleague. Edwards welcomes and 
promotes diversity. He welcomes ͚͛differences in professional and personal background, areas of 
expertise...diversity among the judges make for better informed disĐussioŶ.͛͛15 
 A uŶiƋue featuƌe of the NGT͛s adjudiĐatiǀe pƌoĐess iŶǀolǀes legallǇ Ƌualified judges ǁoƌkiŶg 
alongside scientific and technical experts with environmental knowledge as joint decision makers of 
equal standing.
16
 The principal bench has five members [two judicial and three experts] whereas the 
regional benches are comprised of one judicial and one expert member. This duality of legal and 
scientific expertise produces a coherent and effective institutional mechanism to apply complex laws 
and principles in a uniform and consistent manner. It reinvigorates and expands the judicial function 
and existing remedies by seeking to solve the basic environmental problem at source rather being 
limited to the pre-determined legal remedies.  
The value of expert bench members to the collective decision making process is acknowledged and 
appreciated by the Chairperson and the judicial members.  Justice Swatanter Kumar opiŶed ͚͛the 
expert members come with wide knowledge. Professors, technocrats and administrators with wide 
environmental knowledge are a part of the NGT decision making process. Their contribution is very 
suďstaŶtial.͛͛ Justice P JǇothiŵaŶi stated ͚͛the real solution comes from the expert members. The 
input of expert members is much more valuable for eŶǀiƌoŶŵeŶtal ŵatteƌs.͛͛ Justice U D Salvi 
ĐoŵŵeŶted ͚͛this is the speciality of the Tribunal which has not only judicial talent but also expert 
talent.  This is a peculiarity of the Tribunal.  It is a ďalaŶĐed ǁaǇ of doiŶg ǁoƌk.͛͛ Mr R C Trivedi, an 
expeƌt ŵeŵďeƌ stated ͚͛as expert members we have equal standing with the judicial members and 
we are a part of the judgment.͛͛ 
Deliberation is one of the most valued components of collegiality. The rules that structure this 
activity bring the judges together as a group. Collegiality has a function in institutionalising judges 
into shared understanding and action particularly if the size of the bench is small. Chief Judge James 
Harvie Wilkinson of the Fouƌth CiƌĐuit aƌgued that ͚͛one engages in more fruitful interchanges with 
colleagues whom one deals with day after day than with judges who are simply faces in the crowd.... 
Smaller courts by and large encourage more substantial investments in relationships and in the 
reciprocal respect for differing views that lie at the heart of what appellate justiĐe is aďout.͛͛17  For 
example, Edwards cites that the senior judge may preside and either commence discussion or 
conclude it or both. A draft opinion might be written, circulated in advance and then considered by 
the bench members. His point is that a structure is established by agreement and thereafter applied. 
These procedures and deadlines promote a routine and understanding of how to work together. 
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 See Edwards above n. 8 at 1668 
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 Section 4(1) of the NGT Act 2010 provides that the NGT consists of a full time Chairperson, not less than ten 
but subject to a maximum of twenty full time judicial and expert members. Section 5(2) of the NGT Act 2010 
spells out that the judicial members will have requisite legal expertise and experience and the expert members 
will include either technical experts from life sciences, physical science, engineering or technology 
17
 James Haƌǀie WilkiŶsoŶ ϭϭϭ ͚The Drawbacks of Gƌoǁth iŶ the Fedeƌal JudiĐiaƌǇ͛ 43 Emory L.J. 1147at 1173 
(1994) 




The NGT is collegial as illustrated by its deliberative process of drafting a judgment. Conformity and 
cohesion is reflected in the team work and collective practice exercised throughout the five benches. 
The lead provided by Justice Swatanter Kumar to the team work practice is based upon a 
collaborative approach. AĐĐoƌdiŶg to the ChaiƌpeƌsoŶ ͚͛what we do is to have a pre-hearing 
conference and a post hearing conference. Normally even while passing a small order, I like to 
interact with the judicial and expert members so that there is complete coherence and unanimity 
because sometimes what you think may be wrong and what the other person may suggest is right. I 
give full margin to that possibility. Secondly, whosoever authors the judgment, we have a pre-writing 
session where we discuss the facts and I and other judicial members state what is the law and the 
legal position. Then the experts tell us the technical aspects. I ask the technical members to give me 
a short note. Then we consider it.  Then I or another judicial member or expert member prepares a 
draft. Next we deliberate the draft. Then we get in writing an agreement by each expert and judicial 
member. Ultimately, the judgment is finalized. It is a process so far we are handling well. I hope that 
things ǁill go eǀeŶ ďetteƌ ǁith tiŵe.͛͛ 
The three experts, Mr R C Trivedi, Mr D K Aggarwal and Mr G K Pandey sitting on the Principal Bench 
in Delhi find this process of drafting a judgment extremely valuable. All agreed that ͚͛ǁe alǁaǇs haǀe 
a discussion before we go to the court on the important issues in the morning at 10.00am in the 
Conference Room. We sit together and talk. This is one platform. But also for writing every judgment 
a technical note is required by the judicial member who is writing the judgment. Many a time the 
entire technical note is reproduced and forms part of the judgment. We have never had a dispute as 
we always discuss and have an agreement before we pronounce the judgment. The final judgment is 
always written in a draft form circulated to all the members who will sign the judgment. Every 
member reads it and has a right to correct or delete or modify even if it is a major part of the 
judgment. This is allowed at this point. Finally the judgment is signed and pronounced. This is a 
practice followed in NGT and is a procedural requirement as stated by our Chairperson. Though 
there are no written rules it is a practice we follow. The Chairperson always says that you have the 
full right to ŵake aŶǇ ĐoƌƌeĐtioŶ oƌ additioŶ oƌ deletioŶ oƌ suggestioŶ. EǀeƌǇthiŶg is alloǁed.͛͛ 
The Kolkata Bench follows a similar procedure. According to Justice P Jyothimani and Prof (Dr) P C 
Misƌa ͚͛ďefoƌe the ŵatteƌ is takeŶ up, the papeƌs aƌe ĐiƌĐulated to us. Individually we go through the 
papers. Both of us come prepared. We sit in the court with an open mind. We hear the parties. In a 
case where technical issues are raised, we discuss the matter in the court. After the hearing is 
concluded we sit together in the chamber and discuss the way the judgment is to be delivered and 
environmental material given by the expert member. Based on that the judicial member drafts a 
judgment and that is circulated to the expert member. Sometimes the judicial member also invites 
the expert member to draft the judgment. Additions, deletions and modifications or suggestions are 
peƌŵissiďle iŶ the dƌaft judgŵeŶt. TheŶ the fiŶal judgeŵeŶt is foƌŵulated aŶd deliǀeƌed.͛͛ 
Team work spirit is acknowledged by the Bhopal Bench. For Justice U D “alǀi aŶd Mƌ P “ ‘ao, ͚͛ďefoƌe 
the matter is heard, we do not engage ourselves in any type of discussion.  We hear the matter.   
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 Before hearing the matter, we go through the records and prepare ourselves before hearing.  After 
the matter is heard, we enter into discussion. In the NGT, we are helped by the advocates.  There is 
no original trial but being a Tribunal, we have to hasten the process and not leisurely decide any case 
where we can call witness. First assistance is by way of advocates.  Many advocates are not familiar 
with environmental issues.  There may be gaps.  These gaps are understood and recognized by the 
Expert Member.  Merely reading an affidavit would not make complete sense.  The expert member 
provides the technical knowhow.  A technical note is submitted by the expert member. Thus, with 
this assistance, we come to our conclusion and then we discuss and come to our answer so that we 
can arrive at a decision.  This is reflected in the judgement.  The judgements are drafted and 
circulated. As we understand each other, it becomes easier to reach a conclusion and dispose of the 
Đase.͛͛ 
At the Chennai Bench, presided by Justice M Chockalingam and Professor R Nagendran, consensus 
and clarity lead to an amalgam of views that seek to deliver environmental justice. According to the 
beŶĐh ͚͛ŵost of the Đases iŶǀolǀe a technical point of view and technical expertise is required. Prior 
to the time of decision making both the judicial and technical members must necessarily have an n in 
depth discussion on the matter. A clear mind and consensus is needed for a judgment. It must not 
only unimpeachable but also stand and answer the question. We must work before writing a 
judgment. A clear discussion, consensus and the same frame of mind brings a good judgment. The 
judgment at no point of time should reflect two different views - that are placed juxtaposed or are 
vertical or a horizontal continuum. It should be an amalgamation of the whole thing: a blend of 
everything.  Before the admission stage both of us go through the papers. We discuss the matter and 
after hearing counsel we decide whether it is a fit case for admission or not. Once admitted, we hear 
the arguments. We have a list of questions raised from technical and legal points for which we seek 
answers from the advocates. We note the answers given by the advocates. After the arguments are 
over and before the judgment is dictated, we take a decision whether relief sought is to be granted 
or not.  We have a thorough discussion with a free mind, not committed to anything. As our minds 
are open, it helps us in deciding the matter. We always have a discussion. We have followed this 
procedure and want to continue with it. We never deviate. Our thoughts are always clear as to 
where we are. Then we make a ŶiĐe deĐoĐtioŶ aŶd ďƌeǁ the judgŵeŶt.͛͛ 
The blending of opinions and expertise is the essence for drafting a good judgment according to 
Justice V R Kingaonkar and Dr A DeshpaŶde of the PuŶe BeŶĐh: ͚͛ the ŵatteƌ is takeŶ to a logiĐal eŶd 
and it is only possible with the blend of judicial and technical minds. We are two in number. In Pune 
we meet regularly - morning, afternoon and evening. Communication is not an issue. Formally as 
well as informally we discuss the issue before going to the hearing as well as before settling any 
judgment or theme of a judgment. We discuss and all the time we are on the same track. The judicial 
and technical inputs are given by the respective members. This happens because there is a regular 
communication. The thought process is the same. A common blend amounts to qualitative judgment 





Edwards claims that inter-personal attrition and fixed positions are likely to produce ideological 
differences, intransigence and thereafter dissenting judgments whereas what litigants and the public 
request is a clear statement of the law rather than a collection of differing opinions.
19
  
With this point in mind it is important to note that the NGT has yet to carry a dissenting judgment. 
For instance, the judges of the southern beŶĐh, CheŶŶai, stated ͞As ǁe aƌe of the saŵe ŵiŶd, 
frequency and are on the same track there is no reason for dissent. We go through the papers, in 
detail, have discussions and thereafter we reach agreement. We have on no occasion dissented from 
one another. We hope that it will continue. We do not know the meaning of dissent in this context! 
We work towards our goal and see no reason to dissent. Both of us are interested in the 
environment and sustainable developmeŶt. DisseŶt has Ŷeǀeƌ Đoŵe aŶd should Ŷot Đoŵe.͛͛    
According to the Pune beŶĐh ͚͛there is no dissent per se. What we try to do is discuss the matter and 
see that there is no controversy. There should be confluence of thought. We should give proper 
direction to the thinking process resulting in the delivery of justice. This is the proper methodology 
to apply to the matter. However, if disagreements ever come up, then they are sorted through 
disĐussioŶs pƌioƌ to ǁƌitiŶg the judgŵeŶt.͛͛  
The same procedural view was expƌessed ďǇ the Kolkata ďeŶĐh: ͚͛ǁe arrive at a consensus. As per 
the NGT Act 2010 every member gives his opinion. There has been no situation where there is 
dissent. However, if there is disagreement we discuss with the other members to solve the matter.  
DisseŶt ŵaǇ happeŶ iŶ Đouƌse of tiŵe ďut at pƌeseŶt theƌe is ĐoŶseŶsus.͛͛  
Bhopal beŶĐh ŵeŵďeƌs ƌepoƌted ͞It is Ŷot that ǁe doŶ͛t disagƌee.  We haǀe to aƌƌiǀe at a 
conclusion. Therefore, we consult and arrive at a conclusion. Till this time we have not come across 
dissent.  We are making law.  We cannot say that everybody is 100% correct.  Our judgements are 
going to be tested by the Supreme Court.  So ultimately, the best thing will come out. In some cases, 
we may not agree on some points, but ultimately in the interest of environment, we come to an 
agƌeeŵeŶt.͛͛  
4.   Precedent 
For Edwards the importance of precedent is associated with collegiality.
20
 Collegiality functions as a 
catch phrase that captures these norms of judging. Justice Cardozo said ͚͛pƌeĐedeŶts fix the point of 
depaƌtuƌe fƌoŵ ǁhiĐh the laďoƌ of the judge ďegiŶs.͟21 In Allegheny General Hospital v. National 
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Labour Relations Board
22the UŶited “tates Couƌt of Appeals foƌ the Thiƌd CiƌĐuit stated ͚͛a judicial 
precedent attaches a specific legal consequence to a detailed set of facts in an adjudged case or 
judicial decision, which is then considered as furnishing the rule for the determination of a 
subsequent case involving identical or similar material facts and arising in the same court or a lower 
Đouƌt iŶ the judiĐial hieƌaƌĐhǇ.͛͛23 
  
The NGT applies precedent in deciding cases. In Nirma Limited v Ministry of Environment and Forest, 
JustiĐe “ǁataŶteƌ Kuŵaƌ, ChaiƌpeƌsoŶ stated ͚͛ from the above dictum declared by the larger Bench 
of NGT which is ďiŶdiŶg upoŶ this BeŶĐh…͛͛24 
 
All the zonal benches unequivocally affirmed the binding nature of the doctrine of precedent. The 
CheŶŶai ďeŶĐh stated ͚͛ the doĐtƌiŶe of pƌeĐedeŶt is stƌiĐtlǇ folloǁed. The alƌeadǇ deĐided Đases suĐh 
as who is an aggrieved party, who can prefer an appeal, who can file an application under the Act, 
what is the decision of principal bench and the decisions of other regional benches is definitely taken 
into account. We have the benefit of our NGT journal in terms of the view taken by our brother 
judges oŶ a paƌtiĐulaƌ ďeŶĐh. It is ǀeƌǇ helpful to us.͛͛  
 
The PuŶe ďeŶĐh opiŶed ͚͛the judgŵeŶts of the “upƌeŵe Couƌt of IŶdia aƌe ďiŶdiŶg. The judgŵeŶts of 
the NGT benches including the principal bench are judgments of the coordinate bench and are to be 
respected. One has to go by them unless there are strong reasons to give a go by. In such a case 
reference of the judgment is to be given and the principal bench has to be informed. Reasons for 
such a dissent need to be given. This is ouƌ ǀieǁ.͛͛  
 
Foƌ the Bhopal ďeŶĐh ͚͛ doĐtƌiŶe of pƌeĐedeŶt plaǇs aŶ iŵpoƌtaŶt ƌole iŶ eǆeƌĐisiŶg theiƌ 
ƌespoŶsiďilitǇ oŶ the ďeŶĐh.͛͛  
 
The Kolkata ďeŶĐh oďseƌǀed ͚͛ǁe do not ignore the judgments of the other benches.  We definitely 
read the judgment. If we do not agree, we give our own view and supply reasons for not following 
the already decided case/s.  All benches are of the same value. Precedent only applies to Supreme 
Court judgments. One bench is not binding on the other bench. There is nothing like the principal 
bench superior or zonal benches inferior. Appeal is made to the Supreme Court against an order of 
the ďeŶĐh.͛͛ 
 
5. Inter- Personal Communication 
 The experience of shared customs, procedures, rules, shared court, working and dining rooms along 
with regular formal meetings conducted either through personal contact or through video 
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conferencing and common bench hearings produces, according to Edwards, a cross fertilisation 
effect between collegiality and internal rules.
25
  
The cross fertilisation effect has been good for collegial relations and collaboration among the 
judges of the NGT.  Formal full court meeting on a regular basis is one way of maintaining 
ĐollegialitǇ. The ChaiƌpeƌsoŶ eǆplaiŶed ͚͛ǁe hold full Đouƌt ŵeetiŶgs. We Đall all ŵeŵďeƌs together in 
Delhi or some other place. We not only discuss the administrative matters but also judicial matters 
ǁith ƌespeĐt to iŵpƌoǀiŶg the justiĐe deliǀeƌǇ sǇsteŵ.͛͛ 
Moving into the world of technology through video conferencing emails and the NGT͛s ǁeďsite 
connects the benches in real time despite the significant geographical distances.  Justice Swatanter 
Kuŵaƌ iŶtƌoduĐed ǀideo ĐoŶfeƌeŶĐiŶg to the NGT. Foƌ the ChaiƌpeƌsoŶ,͛͛ eǀeŶ if theƌe is a sŵallest 
problem, I put them on video conferencing and have all the members deliberate on it and thereafter 
take the deĐisioŶ. This leads to a uŶifoƌŵ aŶd ĐoŶsisteŶt appƌoaĐh.͛͛  The zoŶal ďeŶĐhes appƌeĐiate 
the video conferencing facility. It not only provides a confidential, secure connection but also offers 
instant communication across the expanse of India thereby encouraging discussion between the 
benches. 
IŶfoƌŵal disĐussioŶs aŶd ĐoŶsultatioŶs thƌough eǆĐhaŶge of eŵails aŶd ƌefeƌeŶĐe to NGT͛s ǁeďsite26 
promote a collegial environment. This is helpful in terms of sharing new information or broadening 
the knowledge base with respect to the environmental developments taking place nationally and 
internationally. Staying frequently connected helps promote objectivity, as Edwards, quoting Sharon 
Traweek, desĐƌiďes ͚͛as eŵploǇed iŶ phǇsiĐal sĐieŶĐes. … [p]uƌe oďjeĐtiǀitǇ is taĐitlǇ ƌeĐogŶized as 
impossible; but error can be estimated and minimized. The means is peer review, or collective 
suƌǀeillaŶĐe; the fiŶal degƌee of oƌdeƌ Đoŵes fƌoŵ huŵaŶ iŶstitutioŶs.͛͛27 This applies equally to the 
disciplines of environmental studies, environmental management and environmental law.  
Conclusion 
The nature of judge craft is that ultimately the court is constrained to arrive at a decision and 
thereby establish the law. Over time judges become more confident in their roles and in their 
colleagues. They may become more flexible, open to persuasion and less entrenched. They may also 
become more ambitious in their thinking and thereby in their decisions. Initially, a new court such at 
the NGT may commence with narrow statutory interpretations and strict rule application. However, 
over time such thinking might be joined by purposive interpretations of statutes, policy based 
decisions and even policy development suggestions or requirements. Edwards' assessment is that an 
experienced court, led by a strong leader, with a small, diverse bench that has worked together over  
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a period of time, enjoying  a clear understanding of purpose and of the internal court rules will 
through the process of collegiality find common ground and arrive at better  and better decisions. 
“uĐh aŶ aŶalǇsis appeaƌs to this authoƌ to ideŶtifǇ the NGT as ͞Đollegial͟ iŶ teƌŵs of its 
establishment, strong leadership, small, diverse bench membership, its decision making processes 
and ultimately its decisions which reflect commitment to the environment and sustainable 
development and also to the larger interests of the people. 
 
